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SUW11\.RY

The objective of the present analysis is to demonstrate the applicability of differential gamiDg to

prcb~ems

concerning the optimum mix

of weapons systema • 'l'he problem is fol'lll\llAted. as a. game bet-w-een two
sides, Bl.ue and Red, over a given period of time.

The Blue player, with

two weapons systems A and B, desires a.n optimum. Illix of the two weapon
syatelll6 • He then has a tactical. allocation over tiliie to the tvo weapons

.for an "arsenal." mission and an enency'
Red player, w:l.th one weapon system

c,

for~e

"attrition" mission.

has a s11D1l.ar tactical allocation

to these two m:l.saiona • · The payoff is given in terms of both sides
aJJ.ooation to the darsenal" m:l.ssion.

The

......
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1\N OP'l'H':Uf/1 !IJIX Ol~ HEri!:HOGB!JF;OUS 1;1EJI PONS SY3TE1·JS

IN'.l'RODUCTION

Currently, considerable at~ention is being ~ivcn to the
IH'oblt~m of df!tGrrrd.n:lng the optl.murn m:l.:x.

of hei:erogenenus l'!eapong

rystcm<O as exempli:L':i.ed b~r tbe cost.,effecti'veness studies of

wicigs versus divisions and carriero verBU8 submarines with
missile I·JCapona aystcms.

The ultimate goal of some of the

aforementioned studies is to provide a meaDs for

makin~

tre1de-off among the respect;ive vreapons systems.

The complexity

of tho problem

rest~lts

a

from the establishing oi' evaluative

criteria for dissimilar entities.
The methodology of' this analysis is based on the theory
of diffel"ential games.

ln essence it is a two-pluyor probJ.en;

in the calculus of variations; its one-player counterpart
exelr,plified by the problems i:l.l"islng :i.n control theory.

i:J

It is

a1·gued thn. t any allocation of 'Heapons sys~ems v1hi.ch does not

consider optimal enemy stratec;ier:J :ts futilcj hence game theory
is

the~

obvious choice

a3

the 1'1od.us operandi.

Classical game

while delineating the concept of an optimal strategy,
b.~w

provichlrl an abundance of theorems and techniques v1hlch have

enjoyed a very limited succcos in the so.J.ving of realistic
military problems,
r1as

In dil"ect oontrast, differential gaming

the potential of not only

proviclin~

a rir;or•ous mathemat:l.c:\1

anal;y·GiS of: trade-off problemEl but also provides meaningful

::olt>. tions to 1nany ,problems coni'ronting the military ciecis ion·

n,&ker.

In this article, the attribute of a •·mapon system l!h:Lcl1

dictates its holllogenity is its attrition capf!bility on opposing

'i'ICD.pons systems,

Optimum is defined by the particu13r payoff

employed in the analysis.

AH IY.LUSTRN11ION

The object of the present analyoliJ :l.o to clemonotrate the
applicability of d:l:C'f'crcnt:lo.l e;o.mtne; to problems concerning the
optlmW\1 mix of weapon:;; systcm3.
illu~trution,

Xn

orclt~l'

to provicJc auch an

a solution la prov1dea to the problem contained

in tho following scenario.
Sccn~.r·Jo

'l'"v~o

nations~

Dluc nnd Red, are cngac;ed in a conflict,

has t\·;o types o:L' treaponD, A and B,
namely C,

~Jeaponu

Red has one type of

A o.nd B clcutroy type C
\IC~tpono

weapons acs'tiroy both

~reapona

types A t1.nd B,

Blue

l~eapon,

and typ<J C

Each \1€:ilpon in the

particular wca.pono syot;cm cv.n bo c:i. \;her in an act1 ve status J i.e. 1
destroyin[; oppooinc; lio<cpono or 1n r;n <n';:;eno.l durinG which time
tlHlY nrc not ueutroyinz; .. my

are nubjcct to dum:t.::;o

fl\J;,l

oppo:~L1c;

;.,u;:.pons 13yotem; however they

ovporJJ.n.r:; 'l·;ev.ponn.

AGaumc that the coct;:;

'~o

bo uuoeor;cd euch force 1n a

of the nu.mbe1• of' ueapona it borrotm f'rom the arsenal.

f•~nction

Therefore

. the objective of each combc;c,.mt io to havo the maxlmwn nwnber of

weapons in hiu &rsen8.l re:La.tive to hls opponent.

To a degree,

each combat;ant is attomp't;lnG to fi[;l1t tile war \'lith the least number
of active t'lCUpono.

If either C<)mbato.nt initially allocates all of

h13 weapons to the arsenal, he \·llll be max.imizing his payoff in the

short-run but not

tr.u~ughout

the

durat~on

of the conflict since he

would not be dcstroyinc; any attacking l.'reapons.

Asaumpt:Lona
(1) Type A weapons al'e tho mos'ii ei'fect1ve of alJ. weapons,

( 2) Each t·wapon syatcr.t, for both nations, can be subjected

to a given attrition factor

rc~ardl~ss

of its ·activity.

(3) The attrition of a fdendly unit 1a directly proportional
to the nwnbor of engaged opponent units,
( 4) Each side knows the vrr.lues of' the opponent's force
rat1os 1 supply capability and vcapon character1ot1cs.

(5} The time of dcton;lination of the conflict (T} is known,
( 6) The time neccusary l;o dlnonc;ac;e a unit f'rom ito

ctu·r~nt

m1t:w1on to an alternate mioE>ion 1s DUch that the translt::LOn cr•:l

be accmnpliohccl only after a conn:tllcrable time hno cxpir0d,
2

Prohlelll

The problem is to determine an optimum method for allocating

each weapons system between an active and arsenal status.

Optimum

in this case is defined as that allocation which gives Blue the

ereatest excess of weapons relative to Red throughoui the

conf~ict.

State Variables
The following varlables give a complete desc:r'iption or

a

combatant's force throughout the conflict and are defined

as state variables.
Number

or type A tTeapons in arsenal A

Number of type B weapons in arsenal B

Nuw:Jer of type C

y

t~eapons

in arsenal C

Time until termination of the conflict
Control Variables
The fbllowlng

va~iables

are those quantities which are

under the control of each side anrl determine the state variables

throughout the conflict.
Blue
~

1

~

2

Fraction of type A weapons to be engaged in
direct conflict with the opponent
Fraction of type B weapons to be engaged in

direct conflict with the opponent

Red
~raction

direct

of type G weapons to be engaged in
with the opponent

confli~t

Game Pa:'ameters
The folloldng parameters are U5ed to describe the
appropriate game units.

a

Attrition fac'Jor applied to weapons system

c

b

flttrition factor applied to weapons system
from weapons system B

c

from weapons system A

cl

Attrition factor applied to weapons system A
from weapons system C

Cz

t.ttrition fnctor applied to weapons system B

Pl

Supply rate of type A weapons

p2

Supply rate of type B 'tl'eapons

Q

Supply ratti of type G weapons

from weapons system

3
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The folloN:tng :l.o a schcma.'.;ic of the co11flict.

Arsenn.l A

?1->

vArsenal C

y
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.Mathematical Analysis

Kinematic Egun'd ons
The problem reduces to evaluating the following payoff

and constraints •

.

y

Q -

a~

1 x1 -

b~ 2 x 2

Since
min max EV.r,(~ ••• ~) ~ 0*
~·

4>

ll

the above system reduces to

+ (1-bV 3 )tJ! 2 x 2 - (l+c 1V 1+c 2V2)rpy

min max [(1-aV 3 )~~ 1 x 1

¢

1/!

+ P 1 V1 + P2 V2 +

QIJ 3 + y -

x2

-

x1

-

VTJ = 0

Letting
¢1

:;:

Wt
1~) 2

W2.

.p

"'

The switching functions are defined as
1

S:r.

-

aV 3

52

1

bV 3

s3

-(1

+ c 1 vl +

c 2 V~)

Hence
S 1 x 1 ~1

+ S 2 x2~2 + S3y~ + P1V1 + P 2V2 + QV 3 + y - x2 - x1 - VT

Conditions at a Terminal

v =

S~rface

0

0

Similarly for V2 and V3
Hence

sl
s2
s3

0

1

vl

= s1 ~~

1

0
. v2

s~j-2

-

1

S3~

+

1

0

v3

= -1

1

\vhen

i

St

> 0

s2
s3

> 0
< 0

then
then
then

'h

0

1/12

0

rj>

0
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0

The First Transition Surface
since:

-1
-1
l

•r1 1

0

1/Jz

0

~

0

Solving the above equations subject to the following initial

conditions:
T

=

0

=o

V1 = V2 = V3

And substituting into the switching functions gives:
T =

!
a

T

=

1

T:::: _ l _

b

cl+c2

The first transition surface occurs when:
(1)

t] = t

T =

The Second Transition Surface
0

VI
0

v2
v3

-av 3

since:

-1

1/Jt

l

~'2

0

<I>

0

{)

1

Solving the above equations subject to"the following initial

cond:lttons:
T

-a1

VI

-T

v2
v3

-T
T

And

s~bstituting

T
T

(2) T

1
a
1

into the switching function gives:

t

tb

b

-c2 + lcL+ 2c1a

c 1a

- ci

to

.witn:
\!11

1

Y2

0

9
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I

Assumine t 0 < t 0 •

The case t 0

>

manner.

6

I

t 0 can be solved in a·like

•.

Transition Surface

The 'i'hird
0

since:

-aV 3

vl
0

-1

Vz
0

-clvl

v3

-

c2V2

~I

1

ifz

0

~

1

Sol·ving the above equations subject to the following initial
oonc1~- tions:

-~(aT 2 + ~)

v1

=-

v2

= -T

v3

T
t 0

"T

And substituting into the switching function gives:
(3)

T""

to + ln[H + IH 2 ·r IIT.1JL 2 J
2L 1

>.

Where:
1

-

LI

1
2
-"!f at 0 --to(~
2
c1 +

Lz

- 41 at-20

==

_!
2

},

rae)

H

T(t - ~)
c a

t

o(_g_z_ c1

y)
r)

1

-4a
1

-lla +

1

With:
~I

1

if2 = 1
</>

- -~
2c A

1
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Results
The preceding analysiG offers the following results:
(1) The optimum r.lix of' type A weapons to type B ·aeapo~s

can be determined by
varlables

~1/~ 2 and

calc~lating

the ratio of the control

(1-• 1 )/(1-• 2 ).

The former represents the ratio of the fractions of
type A weapons to type B weapons in direct attack and the
latter represents the ratio of the fractions of type A

weapons in the arsenal to type 3 weapons in the arsenal.

In the current scenario these ratios are either zero or
one.
(2) The war begins w!th all weapons in use and ends with

all

s~rviving

weapons in their respective arsenal.

(3) The force with two weapons systems (alue) will place
the lesser effective of the weapons systems, (B), i.e., the
one with the smaller of the two a·ctrition factors, in the
arsenal prior to taking a comparable action for the ffiare
affective v.reapon

system~

'I'ne optimal times for Blue to place

type A weapons in the arsenal and type 3 weapons in the
arsenal are given by equationa (1) acd (3)

r~spectively.

(4) The optimal time for Red to place his weapons in the
ar.senal is gj.ven by.equation (2).
(5) The value of the game, i.e., the difference between the
nu~bcr

in Blue's and Red's arsenal can be determined by inte-

grating the appropriate path equations

bet~een

the transition

surfaces.
':'he Limitations of the Model and the Results
Criticisms of the model fall into two general categories:

criticisms of the 'assumptions, called Type I; and criticisms of
the techniques, called Type II.

The importance of segregatL1g

the criticisms into different types is that the limitations of
the results attributed to the
as limitations of the modus

assum~tions

ope~andi.

8

should not be construed

... """' ~,.~.·..t.~o: v.Lun

can oe overcome by changing the kinematic

equations.

In the current model, it was assumed that the

attrition of a combat weapon unit was proportional only to
the number of engaged opponent weapons units.

Hence,

c1~Y

represents a fixed numerical loss of each type A weapon from
each type C weapon.

If

c1~Y

were replaced by

c

1

~x1y,

then

each Red weapon would be attriting a fraction of type A
weapons rather than a fixed number of A weapons.

A modifica-

tion of the kinematic equations as previously suggested will
yield strategies which result in fractional allocation of
weapons to the arsenal.
(2) Modification as discussed above would also result in
the

decision~

being a function of the supply rates.

In the

current model, the difference between Blue and Red weapons
in their arsenals at any time is a function of the supply
rates but the time to switch the _units to the arsenal is
independent of the supply rates.
(3) Another limitation concerns the measurability of model

parameters; i.e., of the attrition factors a, b, c1 and c 2 •
_The parameter c1 represents the reduction of Blue's type A
weapons from one Red weapon; i.e., one type C weapon can
reduce c 1 of Blue's type A weapons per unit time.

An attri-

tion factor such as c 1 is a function of many quantities such
as firepower, posture, defense capability and mobility.

By

no means is the difficulty in obtaining these parameters to
be underestimated . . However, problems of this nature are
·present in most war gaming problems and have not stymied
efforts in this direction.

One possible solution to the

problem is to use existing simulations
differential games.

9

io

provide inputs to

his losses or maximize enemy casualties or some other
I

•

objective function of military significance.

This

limitation emphasizes the need for constructing many
differential models under different assumptions with

a spentrum of military objectives.
(5) The present model assumes that the time T of

termination of the conflict is known; this problem may
be overcome in several ways.

First, one may maximize

or minimize some function at the end of the war quite
independent of the exact time of termination.

One will

recall that the present model maximized the number of
weapons in the arsenals relative to the enemy during
the conflict> not at time of termination.

Mathematically

speaking, one may work with a terminal payoff in lieu of
an integral payoff.

Another solution is to calculate the

strategies for different times of termination.

This

presents no difficulty since the strategies are a .function
of a state variables.

(6) The reader will note that there are no constraints
which restrict the state variables to the positive quadrant;
i.e. , prevent the number of weapons from beco.ning negative.
It can be shown that these additional constraints add
nothing of military significance to the existing solution
since when the opposing force is reduced to zero, it is
irrational to devote an increasing fraction of weapons to
destroy opposing weapons.
Type II Limitations
Type II limitations present greater difficulties to overcome
than those encountered in the discussion above.

Published works

in the field of differential gaming are rather sparse; the first
10

determine whether or not a solution exists before attempting
the analysis.

Furthermore, the problems are so diverse in

nature that the derivatioD of any such theorems may be of
little significance.

However, we may argue that an analysis

which results in no solution can in some circumstances yield
meaningful information.

For example, a rigorous statement,

in differential gaming terminology, of some of the existing
models of military conflicts may show the impossibility of
obtaining strategies.

It is argued that although no solution

exists an analysis of this nature does render useful information in that it provides a method for discovering the futility
of certain approaches.
(2) Presently, the theory of differential games assumes
perfect information; i.e., both sides are assumed to have
complete knowledge of all the variables and parameters; e.g.,
force size, attrition factors, and supply rates.

Such an

assumption precludes any solution in mixed strategies; i.e.,
the case where each combatant has several strategies available
to him and chooses them according to a probability distribution.
Unfortunately, tnere are few arguments that one may present to
reduce the limitations imposed b:T this assumption.
optimistic conjecture

t~~t

The only

one may state is that additional

research may provide insights into this problem; the results
of preliminary inyestigations toward a theory
information have not been promising.

ll

o:

incomplete

programs, the general analysis is of a complexity which
usually precludes routinization.

Hence, any meaningful

.military problem which is to be solved by differential
gaming will usually involve a lengthy analysis.

'
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